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Howrse competitions guide

Hello everyone today is part 3 of my guide Howrse. Today's theme is training and competitions. The training opens at the age of 2. For BLUP your equine needs to be trained in all three main skills only. This picture is from my donkey Dusty who hasn't started training yet. His three best gp-based high-to-low skills are Resistance, Leap, and Dome. These are indicated by the small triangles to the left of the
ability. Training and competitions go hand in hand. The easiest way I've found to get the 20 wins needed is to choose comps where two of your top three equines skills are used in secondary and tertiary positions. For example, a Cross-Country competition uses Resistance, Jumping and Taming in that order. To participate in easier competitions, you want to have minimal skills in primary, Endurance, but
high high skills in high school and tertiary, Dome and Jump. This is another donkey, who has completed the taming and jumping skills and I am working to win victories before finishing resistance training. So how should training be done? Look at the gp of your equine, this is under the genetics tab. Find the top three skills in gp-based order. Decide which competitions your equine should do well based on
the top three skills. (More on that below) Choose the type of competition, Western or Classic depending on the compositions that best suit you. Train your equine in the 2nd and 3rd skill. Take part in competitions until you have 20 wins in something, not all of them have to be the same competition. Train the final skill. That's what a training day will be like. Boyfriend, Mission or 1-2 hours of training, mash,
carrot, drink, feeding just like with rides, train using as close to 90% energy as possible, blow, bed. Classic Gallop Race-Gallop Competitions, Speed, Dressage Trot race-Trot, Speed, Dressage Dressage-Dressage, Trot, Gallop Show Jumping-Jump, Speed, Dressage Cross-Country-Stamina, Jump, Dressage Western Barrel Race-Speed, Stamina, Gallop Cutting-Stamina, Dressage, Speed Western
Pleasure-Trot, Stamina, Dressage Trail-Dressage, Trot, Jump Reining-Gallop, Dressage, 25 competitions are needed to finish. For example, if I had a Western horse that needed taming points, I could participate in five competitions for each of the Western compositions and get all my points available for the taming. A day of competition looks like such boyfriend, mission or 1 competition, puree, carrot, drink,
food, 4 competitions, hit if desired, bed. Keep in mind, that winning victories can take several years of horseback, this is the only time that using aging points may not help unless you are just trying to earn skill points. I've found that using aging points, allows me to enter my horse in lower entry-level compositions. Rookie Rookie Rookie comps are open ONLY to horses that have won fewer than 20
competitions, and/or have no individual ability, Speed, greater than 450 points. By individual skill I mean innate skill points, colts walks, training, and comps, NO gp. This mainly affects experts, or horses with very high gp and innate abilities. Other notes on competitions Each competition takes 2 hours of horse time, and has different levels of energy use. You can earn bonus items by doing quests, comb,
hoof beak and fat time bath. Having level 2 saddle pads, polo wraps and hoods of the same color also gives you a small bonus. If you have any questions or suggestions, please comment below. Howrse: Basic Training and B.L.U.P Schedule/Plan Part 1: Aordic Preparation: Basic Training and B.L.U.P Part 2: Walks Until We Meet Again, May God Hold You in the Palm of Your Hand, GelflingandCo.
Community » Forums » Events » [Info] Blupping Info and Help can someone give me a simple and easy to understand but amazing Blupping schedule for Gypsy Vanners with high innate skill and genetic potential? I find it difficult to get 20 wins with more skilful gvs, thanks Fancy11 wrote: can someone give me a simple and easy to understand but amazing Blupping schedule for Gypsy Vanners of high
inborn skill and genetic potential? I find it difficult to get 20 wins with more skilful gvs, thanks BLUP schedule for any race with endurance, taming and jumping as skills (GV, Arabic, Connemara, etc ...) To use non-novice comps: - Complete forest walks and training for jumping and taming - Comps Cross Country until you gain no more skills and have 20 wins - Full resistance training and mountain walks -
Done! For the use of classic rookie competitions: - Walks in the forest and/or taming and jumping training, Until both skills are at around 660 * - Cross country comps until no more skill gain - If you don't already have 20 wins, train dressage and jump just below the rookie skill limit (section 3.3. of the Breeder's Manual), and enter more cross country comps until you have your victories. - Complete rest of
workouts and walks. For the use of Western rookie competitions: (more complicated, but can be easier to get victories) - Mountain walks and/or resistance and taming training until both skills are around 660* - Reining or Western Pleasure comps until no more resistance gain/taming - If you don't already have 20 wins, Train dressage and endurance just below the rookie skill limit (section 3.3. of the
Breeder's Manual), and get into more retrofitting/Western pleasures comps until you have your gain. - Complete rest of workouts and walks. - Enter trail class compositions to get all the winnings to Jump. * or actually calculate the skill limit yourself as well: 1. Find the rookie skill limit in the manual breeder, section 3.3. At the moment it's 1130. 2. Take the genetic potential of your horse's highest skill, e.g.
endurance, let's say it's 2200. 3. Multiply the previous skill with 0.2; 2200 * 0.2 x 440 4. Reduce the result above the rookie skill limit; 1130 - 440 to 690 5. Therefore, as long as your horse's endurance is below 690 points when you start participating in competitions, the comps skill gain will not carry the horse above the rookie rookie Limit. It is necessary to calculate this individually for each skill that is applied
to the competitions you plan to use (therefore, with through-country comps, for endurance, taming and jumping). To play safe (especially if you also plan to make lessons while entering comps, leave the skill about 5 points below the result at point 4. The retired breeder wrote: Ask again for a Lusitano schedule? For the use of non-novice comps: - Complete mountain rides and training for Trot and Gallop -
Taming Comps until you gain no more skills and have 20 victories - Full taming training and forest walks - Done! For the use of novice competitions: - Mountain walks and/or jogging and galloping training, Until both abilities are at around 660 * - Dressage Comps until no more skill gain - If you don't already have 20 wins, train Trot and Gallop just below the rookie skill limit (section 3.3. of the Breeder's
Manual), and enter more dressage comps until you have your victories. - Complete rest of workouts and walks. * or see the previous post on how to actually calculate the skill limit yourself. Bear_Girl wrote: So all you have to do to BLUP a horse is win 20 competitions after 10 years? Not at all. In order to BLUP a horse, you have to be completely bold in your best 3 skills (this means training/walks/comps all
done), win a total of 20 competitions (which don't have to be 20 of the same competition), and be 10 years or older. Warriorcats FS wrote: Nokota Schedule? It's probably been published before. I use this: * mountain walks * walks in the forest * jumping training * jogging training * test competitions * complete victorias taming training on Trail and age at 10 years I have been having trouble hitting my
Marwaris - granted this is after a break of 2-3 years so my old horses are unl skilful and half trained since when there were jogging /gallop rides ... So, does anyone have a good schedule for Marwari? Hey, I was wondering if anyone could call me a good crying schedule? Thanks a lot!! sᴍoᴋᴇ: Does anyone have a BLUPing schedule for high-skilled KWPNs/GP? I use this schedule when hitting KWPNs. This
schedule also works for purebred Australian ponies, Morgans, Selle Francais and Shetland Ponies. If your horse is crossed, check your GP to see which three skill areas have the highest value. Crossbreeds don't always have the same three better skills as purebreds, so be sure to check twice before starting BLUP your horse. --- 8 months to 1 year 4 months: Foal games 1 year 6 months to 1 year 10
months: Mountain walks from 2 years to 2 years 10 months: Train speed and dressage up to 200 below the limit of comp rookie 3 years up not eligible for rookie comps or full comp training: 2 show jumps and 2 comps jogs a day, then rides of your choice with the remaining time After that: Finish speed and master training 1 jump show and 1 comp jog a day and mountain rides 1 jump show and 1 comp jog a
day and walks in the woods If comp training not complete : 1 jump show and 1 comp jog, train jump until it's train jump age to 10 years old breeder wrote: Looking for an effective BLUP thoroughbred program! Thanks here's my thoroughbred schedule. This schedule should also work for purebred appalals, Chincoteague ponies, painthorses, purebred Spanish horses, quarter horses and Welsh ponies. If
your horse is crossed, look at your GP and find which three values are higher. While a crosshorse can say Thoroughbred or Quarter Horse for their breed, they may not have the same best three skills, so be sure to check before you start BLUP your horse. --- 8 months to 1 year 4 months: Foal games 1 year 6 months to 1 year 10 months: Mountain walks from 2 years to 2 years 10 months: Train speed and
dressage up to 200 below the comp limit of rookie 3 years until you are not eligible for rookie comps or full comp training: 2 gallop and 2 comps trotts per day, Then walks of your choice with the remaining time After that: Finish the speed and training of doma 1 gallop and 1 comp jog a day and mountain walks 1 gallop and 1 comp jog a day and walks in the forest If comp training not complete: 1 gallop and 1
trote comp , train gallops until it is Tren gallop Age at 10 years of age Bandito15 wrote : QH/Standardbred/Welsh I am not exactly sure in what discipline to specialize it in. She's a dominant Welsh, and I don't work with Welshes often. All help is appreciated. Looks like your horse's top three skills are speed, taming and galloping, according to his GP. A classic specialty would be the best, and your best type
of competition will be Gallop. amanda2132 wrote: Does anyone have a good donkey schedule? 8 months to 1 year 4 months: Foal games 1 year 6 months to 1 year 10 months: Walks in the forest from 2 years to 2 years 10 months: Train dressage and jump as much as you can (training speed a little here will also help) 3 years until you are not eligible for rookie comps or full comp training: 2 XC and 2 trot
comps a day, it will also help) 3 years until you are eligible for rookie comps or full comp training: 2 XC and 2 trot comps a day, will also help, 3 years until you are not eligible for rookie offers or full comp training: 2 XC and 2 comps logs per day , then walks of your choice with the remaining time After that: Finish the taming and jumping training 1 XC and 1 comp jog a day and walks in the forest 1 XC and 1
comp jog a day and mountain walks If comp training not complete: 1 XC and 1 trote comp, Water train until it is Train Resistance Age to 10 years old retired breeder wrote : Can anyone call me a good Welsh blupping schedule? Thank you!!! I'll send it to you by mistake, but I'll also post it here for anyone else I'm looking for. This schedule should also work for purebred appalalos, ponies of painthorses,
purebred Spanish horses, quarter horses and thoroughbreds. If your horse is crossed, look at your GP and find which three values are higher. While a crosshorse can say Thoroughbred or Quarter Horse for their breed, they may not have the same best three skills, so be sure to check before you start BLUP your horse. --- 8 months to 1 year 4 months: Foal games 1 year 6 months to 1 year 10 months:
Mountain walks from 2 years to 2 years 10 months: Train speed and dressage up to 200 below the 3 year rookie comp limit until you are not eligible for rookie comps or comp Full: 2 gallop and 2 comps trot a day, then walks of your choice with the remaining time After that: Finish the speed and training of taming 1 gallop and 1 comp jog a day and mountain walks 1 gallop and 1 comp jog a day and walks in
the forest If comp training not complete: 1 gallop and 1 trote comp , train gallop until it is rooster Age at 10 years old Isisen wrote : Hello I am looking for a Blupping schedule for donkeys, any information would be greatly appreciated. I just posted a few messages. The retired breeder wrote: Does anyone have a Western Horse Room schedule that they could use? Thank you! Littlebird posted a few
messages. It's the one that says Welsh but it works for QHs.
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